Leverage Seeq Advanced Analytics
to Improve Your MMM Operations
Seeq provides the leading time series virtualization, collaboration, and advanced
analytics application to improve business outcomes within mining, metals, and
materials operations—including asset reliability, process productivity, product
quality, and environmental performance.
Seeq’s applications connect to disparate data sources and provide rapid insights
to improve operational decision-making. The application caters to the needs
and skills of all user personas, enabling low and no-code analytics, data science,
machine learning, and data consumption via reports and dashboards.

Sustainability and energy transition are driving historically high demand for mining, metals
and materials (MMM) companies. Advanced technologies, including big data, machine
learning, and computer science innovations, are playing a significant role in how these
industries are adapting their operations from on-premise to remote operating centers to
provide expertise at scale safely and reliably.
With Seeq, MMM companies can access the innovations needed to increase agility and
speed in process improvements to meet sustainability goals. They can monitor dispersed
and remote assets, improve production rates, and reduce unplanned downtime using realtime models and automated workflows.

• 19 TB of data analyzed monthly by Seeq MMM customers
• 1,500+ unique daily Seeq users in the MMM industries
• 70k daily hours of total usage by Seeq mining and metals customers

Data Intelligence
Designed For Your
Industry Role:
•

Center of Excellence Engineer

•

Data Scientist

•

Process Engineer

•

Maintenance Engineer/Supervisor

•

Chief of Digital Transformation

•

Mill Manager

How You Can Apply Seeq
MMM Use Cases & Average Savings
•

Glass Transition Analysis: $1M/plant

•

Clinker Production Reporting: 4 hours/day

•

Kiln Downtime Investigation: $20K/hour of prevented downtime

•

Conveyor Belt Network Tension Predicton: $1M in lost opportunity cost

•

Coater Operating Pressure: up to $1M/year

•

Batch Quality Prediction: up to $1.2M/year

•

GHG Reporting: Days of engineering time/month

•

Water Consumption Optimization: Thousands of tons/hour

Input from Industry Leaders

“

“

“

Each organization has a flipping
point that separates free exploration
of new ideas and the need for a
formal business case to deploy
resources. With Seeq, the
opportunity cost for free exploration
is way low, so more ideas can be
vetted, and the chances of finding
value go way up. We found one
particular use case we didn’t know
was worth millions!”

Seeq provides everything
we need for rapid root cause
analytics, remote monitoring,
and optimized preventative
maintenance.”

I’ve been waiting 20 years for
someone to deliver a user
interface where I can quickly
scale and arrange data to enable
us to easily see important
correlations.”

-Jesse Karkheck, Remote Monitoring
Engineer Lead at Guardian Glass

- Process Control Manager

- Director of Operational
Technology

Seeq MMM Representative
Industry Principal: Mariana Sandin
mariana.sandin@seeq.com

About Seeq Corporation
Founded in 2013, Seeq publishes software applications for
manufacturing organizations to rapidly find and share data
insights. Oil & gas, pharmaceutical, specialty chemical,
utility, renewable energy and numerous other vertical
industries rely on Seeq to improve production outcomes,
including yield, margins, quality, and safety. Headquartered
in Seattle, Seeq is a privately held virtual company with
employees across the United States and sales representation
in Asia, Canada, Europe, and South America.
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